The Hamilton College Summer Program in Philosophy (HCSPiP)
June 24 to July 6, 2019
Three Courses
Selected for Pedagogical Innovation
“Part of being a graduate student is being an engaging teacher, but also a student of pedagogy. It forced me to think about how teaching can take forms that it does not ordinarily take in philosophy classrooms, and how this can advance the paradigmatically philosophical project of broadening our intellectual horizons.”
20 Students: ~Half Outside Hamilton
Students Take All Three Classes
Mainly for Rising Juniors and Seniors
Rising Sophomores (and ‘19s) May Be Considered, Too!
$750 Stipend + Up to $500 for Travel For All Student Participants
Room and Board Are Included
Housing Was in Skenandoa
External Speakers
“One of the most enriching experiences that I have ever had! In the space of two weeks I can easily tell how much I've grown both philosophically and academically.”
Adirondack Day Trip
TA Talk on Philosophy After College
July 4 Celebration
New Philosophy, New Friends
“Great welcoming atmosphere and lots of people I identified with that don't fit into the "normal" serious philosophy student mold. This enabled a lot of illuminating and open discussion.”
“It was refreshing and invigorating to hang out with other serious philosophy students, and I formed really strong, lasting relationships in such short time.”
“An excellent program all around, with creative content and top-notch students.”
Unauthorized Activities
The Three Classes

- Aftermath and Backlash: Challenging Conversations about Race- and Gender-Based Violence
  - Ann Cahill
  - Elon University

- Philosophical Methods of Socrates, Aquinas, and Confucius
  - Eric Yang
  - Santa Clara University

- Existentialism Lived
  - Daniel Collette
  - Marquette University
Past Participants to Contact

- Ian Hohm ‘20
  ihohm@hamilton.edu
- Jacob Bortner ‘20
  jbortner@hamilton.edu
- Julia McGuire ‘20
  jemcguir@hamilton.edu
Applications are Short Essays

“This program changed the way I think.”
Visit academics.hamilton.edu/哲学暑期学校
Applications are Due
By January 28, 2019
Any Questions?
We Look Forward to Reading Your Application!